Nanotechnologist

Location: Edmonton, AB

Want to have some fun? Want to work with only A-team players? Want to work on something that is just so amazingly cool that it could change the way we look at things?

If so, maybe there's a place here for you. We're looking for people who really care about what they do and the people they work with. We've assembled a team of experts and enthusiasts and we're looking to expand.

A Day In The Life…

You'll be working closely with our fabrication process specialists to optimize, operate and characterize our nanofabrication processes and prototypes. Additionally, performing ongoing maintenance and qualification of various fabrication or characterization equipment may be involved.

What Will Help You Be Successful…

The ideal candidate would have a diploma in Nanotechnology Systems or similar with cleanroom fabrication experience. Specific experience with wafer processing equipment: photolithography, PVD, PECVD, ALD, high vacuum systems, wet chemistry processing, material and/or device characterization is an asset but not required.

We believe the best people make the best companies. As we continue to grow, our goal is to continue to attract the best people.

Are you ready to explore an exciting career at Avalon Holographics? If so, please email us at careers@avalonholographics.com.